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No wolf is safe in USA Today bestseller Terry Spear's new installment of the SEAL Wolf series.

Navy SEAL wolf turned PI Vaughn Greystroke has always worked alone. But when a string of attempted
shifter murders put him in the path of an alluring—and potentially dangerous—she-wolf, having a partner
doesn't sound so bad...
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From Reader Review SEAL Wolf Undercover for online ebook

Sportochick says

I really love the Seal Wolf series, this book #5 is filled with intrigue, action, bad guys, romance and some
very steamy interaction between Jillian and Vaugh.

In this series, the jaguar-run United Shifter Force who tracks down deadly criminals keeps getting more
involved and more interesting. In this book, the United Shifter Force are looking to recruit some wolf agents
so they come to help with an attempted murder and to talk to both Jillian and Vaugh about joining their elite
group.

Though this book includes lots of interesting characters and several plots running parallel the author does a
superb job of keeping the reader enthralled and clear on what is going on.

Jillian is an alpha female and she pushes all of Vaugh's buttons. The tension and adversarial interaction
between these two keeps this book lively. This is one strong determined woman who can take care of herself.

Primary male character is Vaugh and his lust for Jillian starts early in the book and then goes widely awry as
his friend is almost killed and Jillian is the one who found him. Vaugh knows how to get what he wants and
protect his friends so this throws him into conflict regarding whether to trust Jillian or not.

I give this 4 stars for being an entertaining read.

Received an advance reader copy in exchange for a fair review.

Visit my blog for more reviews: Sportochick's Musings

Rosemarie Grainer says

Another great shifter romance by Terry Spear

I love that we are now seeing combined shifter stories. This story takes up where the Very Jaguar Christmas
ended. We see United Shifter Force members Demetria, Emmett and Howard again and now meet a couple
of private investigator wolves. I loved how Vaughn and Jillian interacted with each other, as well as how
they worked with the USF jaguar members. The storyline was very twisty right from the start, and the
surprises just kept coming. Jillian's brother Miles was another great addition to the story. I can't wait to see
what the next USF story will be. I am also happy to see that we will be getting some Arctic wolf shifter
stories, which takes us back to the early Heart of the Wolf books, as well as the Very Jaguar Christmas. I am
on the waiting list for every shifter story that Terry Spear writes.

So if you like shifter romances with a lot of action, Terry Spear is the author for you, but you will want to
read The Heart of the Wolf series (this is #22) as well as the Heart of the Jaguar series which has at least 5, I
can't remember for sure. You will be glad you did. I know I sure am. Enjoy!



All Things Urban Fantasy says

Review courtesy of All Things Urban Fantasy

SEAL WOLF UNDERCOVER is a good read with witty banter between two strong shifters and a plot that
evolves into something bigger than you think it will be when starting the story. The rhythm of the plot is
pretty steady and moves in a typical way you'd expect from a book in the Heart of the Wolf series. I was a bit
let down that one of the main romantic pairs wasn't a jaguar considering they featured in the story so much.
That would have been awesome but at least we get to see the wolves and jaguars work together to hunt the
bad guys in this book.

On the romance front, the relationship between Vaughn and Jillian is a slow burn. It's actually so slow that it
kind of took a back seat to the main story many times. I liked them together as theirs is a relationship full of
snark and bickering (so you know they are destined to be together). Both Vaughn and Jillian are so super
headstrong to the point that I wasn't sure they'd end up together which would have been a pretty cool twist in
a paranormal romance.

Unlike the previous Heart of the Wolf books, SEAL WOLF UNDERCOVER wasn't that interesting or
exciting to me. Typically the action, story, and romance is pretty solid in these books. I enjoyed it well
enough but I just wasn't as drawn to anything here as much as I had been in the other books in this series.

Julianna says

SEAL Wolf Undercover is the twenty-second installment of Heart of the Wolf  by Terry Spears. ??Jillian
Matthews is a Special Wolf Agent and she’s just recently teamed up with the jaguar-run United Shifter Force
to catch a deadly criminal, who may be connected to her brother’s shooting a few years back. With a PI in
the area, Jillian and the rest of the jaguar’s head out to recruit him to help, but when she gets a distressed call
from her brother, she ends up shooting…Vaughn Greystroke. The man they were going to see.

Will these two be able to work past their first impressions or will the culprit slip away with the tide?

??I absolutely love Terry Spears and was grateful when I was able to review. SEAL Wolf Undercover is a
great read. I love that Jillian and Vaughn chemistry leaped off the page. However, it wasn’t overwhelming
until further on in the story when they got to know each other. The relationship between all of the characters
were great. Even with being different shifters, they were able to work really well with each other. Also, I
love the friendship that was present throughout the whole story. As we watch Jillian and Vaughn court each
other, Terry Spears made sure that the main storyline wasn’t lost. She made both the romance and plot quiet
present and moving at a steady pace. ??

Once again, Terry Spears has created a wonderful story! I look forward to more to come and highly
recommend to read the full series.

Reviewed on Behalf of Once Upon An Alpha?
**ARC for an Honest Review**



Jennifer says

3.5 stars

SEAL Wolf Undercover is my first Terry Spear novel and I really enjoyed myself while reading it. With it
being the #22 in the Heart of the Wolf series I did not feel lost at any point in the plot. Like most PNR series
I’m sure each book has its own plot line with inter-crossing world building and characters. In fact I was
curious about some of the secondary characters so I researched them and the jaguar couple has their own
book in the Heart of the Jaguar series (A Very Jaguar Christmas #5) so I may start reading that series from
the beginning since it’s a shorter series. But someone new to the series like me can easily jump in with SEAL
Wolf Undercover.

Jillian and Vaughn start with a physical attraction after spotting each other across a dance floor at a club 6
months before the real story starts. They are brought back together to finally meet after she shoots him while
he is chasing her brother. Taking about awkward.

With both having military back grounds and now work as PIs, the two of them work together to investigate a
series of shootings and attacks within their shifter community. The chemistry between the two are super
charged and their dialogue was fun to read.

SEAL Wolf Undercover had many elements that kept me reading on and wanting to know what would
happen. Mystery, action, sexy and great dialogue. I look forward to reading more from Terry Spears.

Darla says

Another thrilling Wolf book by Terry Spear, whether considered fifth in her SEAL Wolf series or book 22 in
the Heart of the Wolf series, SEAL Wolf Undercover proves that Terry keeps the Wolves fresh. Combining
one SEAL wolf turned PI, a wolf Special Agent, and three jaguar Agents, this book keeps you intrigued from
beginning to end.

Despite each being intrigued by the other at a club 6 months prior, this meeting between Vaughn Greystoke
and Jillian Matthews isn't going well. Vaughn finds a wolf with blood on his muzzle at the scene of an
attempted murder of a friend so when the wolf takes off, Vaughn goes after him which is when he's shot.
Turns out the wolf was Jillian's brother and she was protecting him. Jillian and Vaughn must work together
as he joins her and the jaguars on their jaguar-run United Shifter Force to solve a string of attempted
murders. They have their work cut out for them as the clues are a real puzzle. There are a number of people
to look at and the crimes go back several years.

In addition to solving the crimes, Vaughn and Jillian are dealing with an attraction that is beyond physical
and the decision of mating. Will they mate? If so, when?

I've loved Terry Spear's books from the beginning and this one is no exception. She pulls you into the world
of Shifters and before you know it, it's after 3:00 am and you have to be up in a couple hours!



Reading In Pajamas says

✦Spotlight, Review & Giveaway: SEAL Wolf Undercover (SEAL Wolf Series Book 5) by Terry Spear
http://wp.me/p3d0RZ-9lE
Publication Date: August 1, 2017
Genre: Paranormal Romance
Reviewed by: Reading in Pajamas/ Donna
Rated 4 Stars

This was a fun addition to the SEAL Wolf series – fast paced and full of mystery. Even though Jillian and
Vaughn didn’t trust each other right away, they didn’t fall in to the “fighting the inevitable” trap. The chaos
around them took care of the sexual tension for them. I liked that the story kept you guessing until the end,
and there was enough romance to counteract the drama. I just thought there was too much telling and not
showing. That being said….I enjoyed it and can’t wait to read the next installment.

*Review copy provided by NetGalley in exchange for an review.

Kindle http://amzn.to/2qpdr1H

✦SEAL Wolf Series by Terry Spear
Amazon Series Link http://amzn.to/2uZm6dv
1. A SEAL in Wolf's Clothing ➢ Kindle http://amzn.to/2uz1oQV
2. A SEAL Wolf Christmas ➢ Kindle http://amzn.to/2uZgyj4
3. SEAL Wolf Hunting ➢ Review http://wp.me/p3d0RZ-2Jb | Kindle http://amzn.to/2tF0q2m
4. SEAL Wolf In Too Deep ➢ Review http://wp.me/p3d0RZ-403 | Kindle http://amzn.to/2uyHMvW
5. SEAL Wolf Undercover ➢ Review http://wp.me/p3d0RZ-9lE | Kindle http://amzn.to/2qpdr1H

Hannah says

ARC REVIEW

Book 22!! Don't let that intimidate you, so far the ones I have read can be read as standalone, this is my
fourth book of the Heart of a Wolf series and each one is a great story with no overlapping story arc. This is
also book five in the SEAL Wolf series. This one starts and it just kind of throws you into it after the
prologue, which introduces you into some of the main characters. The pace of the story is good with some
slow parts in between action packed ones, and a nice romance. I wish I had started reading Terry Spear
sooner.

Vaughn Greystroke is a former NAVY SEAL turned PI, as a private investigator he has become accustomed
to working alone. Jillian Matthews is former Army Intelligence turned PI, but she has recently been asked to
assist a group of Jaguar shifters and their group United Shifter Force. Jillian has a personal stake in the
matter it was her brother who was shot at, she was suppose to meet up with him when he was a no show she
went to another wolf shifter's house to see if he was there what she found was the shifter with his throat
almost ripped out. Vaughn was on his way to talk to the alpha of the area about a possible team up when he
decided to swing by and visit his pack mate and friend what he found was a wolf with a bloody muzzle, he
took off after the wolf only to be shot at by someone else. When Vaughn makes it back to his cabin he finds



three jaguar shifters and one wolf shifter, the wolf shifter Jillian admits that she is the one who shot him
because he was chasing her brother. Then Vaughn promptly passes out and has to be taken to the shifter
clinic.

Vaughn agrees to team up with Jillian and the USF team to find out what happened to his friend. All the
while looking up leads and trying to track down Jillian's brother Vaughn and Jillian grow closer the
chemistry between them is palpable, I mean it gets pretty amusing their banter and kind of shy feelings
toward each other. Vaughn embarrassingly buys Jillian a coloring book and color pencils when she gets
injured to keep her occupied while recovering. They are very sweet and I really do love, in this series, that
they don't have sex until they are ready to mate and that it is part of the bonding process.

Overall, this was another great one by Terry Spears.

Linda Rea says

When Jillian came to see her brother she was surprised to find a man who she thought may have been
Douglas with his throat and arms injured. When Vaughn came to see Douglas all he found was blood and a
wolf sniffing around so he changed into a wolf and chased him. When Jillian heard her brother howl she
gave chase and took a shot at the wolf chasing him but she didn't realize he was the guy she was eyeing six
months ago at the kitty cat bar that she went with her brother. When backup shows up and they sort out that
they are both trying to find who hurt Douglas, Vaughn still doesn't trust it wasn't her brother Miles. Jillian
feels bad for shooting Vaughn but she knows her brother didn't do it and she tries to help him with his
shoulder. When Vaughn shows her he trusts her judgement she begins to warm up to the former Seal and he
warms to her which begins the partnership with the Jaguars to find out who is after Douglas. The more
danger they are in the closer Jillian and Vaughn become and it's nice to see each of them thaw just a little.
This story has suspense danger mystery and of course love it's a perfect balance.
Reviewed on behalf of Once upon an Alpha

Angel Hatfield says

SEAL Wolf Agent Jillian Matthews planned to meet up with her brother while she started working on a case
with a Jaguar United Shifter Force. When she shows up, her brother is missing and another shifter has been
shot. When she hears her brother’s distress, she runs to the woods and shoots a wolf that seems intent on
attacking her brother. Vaughn Greystoke didn’t expect to be shot after chasing a wolf from a cabin where his
friend had been shot. He certainly didn’t expect to have to work with another wolf and a group of jaguars to
try to figure out what happened, but the more he’s around Jillian, the more he can’t help but want to trust her
and get a bit closer to her.
This story was ok. There were parts that I liked and parts that were meh. I think some of my problem is with
the side characters. I didn’t particularly like Jillian’s brother’s actions or his interactions with Jillian. It
actually changed the book from a 4 to a 3 for me. I did like Jillian and Vaughan together, especially as they
pieced together how far back everything was interwoven.
I recommend.
**I voluntarily read and reviewed this book



Marsha Spohn says

Reviewed at Keeper Bookshelf

Although their first meeting was rather low keyed as they flirted across a club’s dance floor but never got to
connect. Vaughn and Jillian’s second meeting was… memorable, nothing like shooting a handsome, sexy
wolf that gets his attention focused on you. To be fair, tensions were high, he was chasing her brother and no
one knew the good guys from the bad guys… then. When a friend is mauled and near death from the attack
more questions than answers seem to be found. Right then Jillian had no idea who to trust, she’d soon learn
that she’d shot one of the good guys… and her mate.

SEAL Wolf Undercover will reunite us with characters from A Very Jaguar Christmas. I absolutely love
seeing the wolves and jaguars begin to work together. Letting both shifter groups align and work hand in
hand brings so much more to this series in enjoyment and possibilities. Part of the fun, for me, in following a
long running series is discovering old friends and what whey’re up to now.

This time around we have an attack on a pack mate, mysterious shifters sneaking around causing chaos, a lot
of if not secrets then things family didn’t know about other members, a sexy romance and seeing old friends
once again. SEAL Wolf Undercover offers a lot in one package, but most of all an enjoyable, tension filled
story. I like Jillian. She’s sassy, smart and takes no crap from any man. Vaughn is definitely sexy and
stubborn, and when he’s not being suspicious of everyone a very enjoyable partner in more than solving
crime. As a couple they work, and will have some memorable tidbits to pass down to the kids one day.

With such a long ongoing series it’s difficult to recommend that you go back to the beginning if this is your
first encounter with these wolves and jaguars. I know the cost and time that would take. I don’t believe you
“have” to have read the other stories in either series, but it would make for a more enjoyable read if you
know everyone’s back story, in my opinion. There was an interesting note from the author in the very back
of this book which is making me think about going back to the beginning for a re-reading session with some
of the earlier characters. Nothing specific, just a hint of what might be coming down the line. In any event, I
am looking forward to Ms Spear’s next release which will once again give us a Christmas with old friends.

I would not hesitate to recommend SEAL Wolf Undercover or any of the other stories in these series. You’ll
find a good solid story, likable characters, mystery, danger and definitely sexy moments.

*I received an e-ARC of this novel from the publisher via NetGalley. That does not change what I think of
this story. It is my choice to leave a review giving my personal opinion about this book.*

Also reviewed at Reviewed at Shifter Haven

Tania says

"SEAL Wolf Undercover" by Terry Spear. Book 22 in the Heart of the Wolf Series. Book 5 in the SEAL
Wolf Series.



I liked this book about Vaughn and Jillian. Their romance was a little slow to start with but got better as the
book went on. The overall story line was a bit lacking for me and a little confusing to follow but had a good
concept. Also, from the title of the book, I expected a different story altogether. I expected Vaughn, the
SEAL Wolf, to be an undercover agent of some sort, but nobody is undercover in this story at all.

Vaughn, a SEAL wolf and PI, has been offered a new job working for the USF, the United Shifters Force,
which is run by the newly discovered jaguar shifters. Vaughn is used to working alone but when he finds out
his friend has been attacked and then he himself is shot at, he decides working with others may not be such a
bad idea. Especially when he gets to work with Jillian, a wolf he's been longing for since he saw her in a bar
a few months ago and didn't get to talk to her. But can he keep his feelings for Jillian separate from the job or
will his attraction to her get in the way of accomplishing their job?

Jillian is a special wolf agent who just joined the USF. She's tracking down a dangerous criminal who
happened to shoot her brother. When her brother howls for her help when he's being chased by another wolf,
Jillian comes to the rescue and scares the wolf by shooting at him with non-lethal warning shots. She can't
believe the wolf she shot is now her partner! She and Vaughn both have a personal stake in bringing this
criminal to justice. But it seems that more attacks are happening. Are they all related to the same case? Who
is really guilty and who is innocent? And to top it all off, the attraction between her and Vaughn is hard to
deny. Can they solve the case without letting their blooming romance distract them?

So that's a little about the story line in this book. Of course there's the romance between Vaughn and Jillian.
It's not a deep, emotionally heart-rending romance. It's a I'm a wolf, you're a wolf, we both are attracted to
each other and really like each other, so let's just figure out when we should mate, type of romance. It's a soft
and easy-going type of romance between them with very good sexual chemistry toward the middle of the
story and there on. I liked the overall story line of the mystery of who shot Jillian's brother and who attacked
Vaughn's friend. The only issue I had was that the overall action in the story was lacking. It was a lot of "let's
go to this place and find clues" and then "let's go to THIS place to find clues" and so on. At some points I
lost track of where they were going. The overall story line is not very action packed but has a few scenes of
"chasing the bad guy". The culmination of the story was a little confusing for me because you don't really
know who is telling the truth about what happened. I guess we're just supposed to take the "good guy's
version" of what happened as the truth.

Overall, I thought this was a not a bad book, I liked it and would recommend it to anyone looking for a light,
soft, warmhearted romance with an interesting mystery to solve.

Torie says

Love all of the books in this series!

Dianne says

She shot him, she actually shot him and in a case of mistaken identity, shooting first and asking questions
later almost cost Vaughn Greystroke his life, but she also had his inner wolf completely intrigued, in lust and
wanting out. Jillian as looking for her brother in his friend’s remote cabin when he didn’t answer his cell or
show up at the cabin they had rented. What she found was blood, and the body of the cabin owner, barely



clinging to life. Then, there was the noise, and she took chase. What she didn’t know is that she wasn’t alone
in her discovery and the shadow she was shooting at was Vaughn, chasing the real perp.

In a small world story, they had not only seen each other before, but they had a connection going even
further back and both of their animals were hooked and determined to get what they wanted, but first, there
was evil to catch, questions to answer, including where was Jillian’s brother? Was he another shifter victim
or had he run for the hills to save his own hide? Was there a woman involved in the deaths? Why? Was she a
“Black Widow” or was there something more nefarious going on? The questions continue to mount, and the
plot thickens as the heat between two strong shifters grows.

Terry Spear’s SEAL WOLF UNDERCOVER is a good read. With quirky bickering, and one-liners, two
strong shifters must work together, one on the job, one originally not involved, although his SEAL training
couldn’t let him turn away. Their passion was kept low key, yet obvious while not overpowering the action,
but seemed to be a bit rushed at the end. As always Terry Spear delivers solid writing, action and characters
that are well-defined, but this one lacked her usual spark and sizzle her characters exude for me. There just
wasn't that fresh twist to grab me around the throat and drag me in all the way. Maybe I expect too much
from this talented author who rarely fails to deliver for me?

I received an ARC edition from Sourcebooks Casablanca in exchange for my honest and voluntary review.

Series: SEAL Wolf - Book 22
Publisher: Sourcebooks Casablanca (August 1, 2017)
Publication Date: August 1, 2017
Genre: Paranormal Romance
Print Length: 322 pages
Available from: Amazon | Barnes & Noble
For Reviews & More: http://tometender.blogspot.com

Nikki Brooks says

Jillian Matthews has been tasked to work with a specialist unit, manned by newly revealed Jaguar shifters.
On the way to meet them she decided to drop in on her brother who is staying nearby. But when she arrives
she finds his friend almost dead. She manages to get him to safety with a nearby pack and awaits another
new recruit to the team.

Vaughn Greystoke planned on dropping in on his friend and another wolf on his way to a meeting with a
possible new team. But when he arrives he sees a wolf, muzzle covered in blood, blood which smells of his
friend. But the wolf runs and he has no option but to follow. He didn't figure on shots being fired at him by
an accomplice though! When he later finds out that the shooter is his new partner and the wolf was her
brother? Well life just got a whole lot more interesting!

Jillian and Vaughn sparkle! Their chemistry is instant and can be seen by all their team mates.
I loves knowing that they were interested in each other at the Kitty Kat club but neither acted on, being with
dates at the time. But this time there are no impediments. The team dynamics were great, considering they
were different species, and I loved the camaraderie they shared, even the teasing of the circling potential
mates.



Great mix of action/adventure, passion and with a treasure hunting sidestory and a femme fatale who just
makes your mind spin!!!!


